Reflectance imaging of the human retina at 810 nm does not suffice to optimize the parameters of hydrodynamic rebalancing laser treatment
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Reflectance imaging of the human retina at 810 nm does not suffice to optimize the parameters of hydrodynamic rebalancing laser treatment
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Abstract. The hydrodynamic rebalancing laser (HRL) procedure is an ophthalmic therapy based on the administration of subthreshold infrared (810 nm) laser light to selected areas on the retina to treat various retina diseases. Heterogeneities of tissue response are observed, including undesired retinal damages. Variations of tissue absorbance were hypothesized to cause this uneven response. Irradiation parameters (diameter = 100 μm; power = 1 W; irradiation time: 50 to 200 ms), location and tissue response were studied in 16 patients (20 eyes, 2535 laser spots) to discover any correlation between tissue response and normalized fundus reflectance at 810 nm. The results demonstrate a complex relationship between some pathologies and occurrences of retinal damage, but no clear correlation. One possible reason is that the resolution of reflectance images is insufficient to see “small” (40 μm or less) absorption centers, particularly deep seated ones. Additionally, tissue parameters other than variations of the fundus optical absorption influence heat diffusion and temperature increases. Monitoring or individualizing the light dose in HRL therapy, or any similar infrared diode laser-based therapy will require more sophisticated technologies, including imaging the retina’s reflectance with an improved resolution, as well as refined methods to detect complex correlations between retinal damage and specific pathologies. © 2012 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE). [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.17.11.116027]
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1 Introduction

Laser light has become a standard tool for the treatment and diagnostic of various conditions affecting the eye including the retina.1-8 Many retinal conditions such as age-related macular degeneration (AMD),2,9 diabetic retinopathy,10 retinal tears,11,12 macular edema13,34 and intra ocular tumors15,16 can be more or less efficiently treated by delivering suitable laser light. In certain cases (e.g., retinal tears) the laser is just used to perform a mechanical welding of the retinal layers. Other laser therapies include the treatment of secondary cataracts with pulsed YAG lasers, the treatment of glaucoma, and the correction of refractive errors. In some other pathologies (e.g., diabetic retinopathy), the periphery of the retina is denatured, to preserve central vision. In many cases, the mechanisms that lead to improvement of the vision are not yet fully understood (decreased demand for, or increased supply of, oxygen) and are the objects of ongoing research. Despite the observed treatment efficacy, a deeper understanding of the mechanism of the treatments is still needed for further optimization.

The regimes and types of laser–tissue interactions commonly used in these retinal treatments are either photochemical or photothermal. Photochemical reactions take place, for example, during the treatment of exudative AMD by photodynamic therapy (PDT).17-39 Photothermal reactions are, on the other hand, the main interaction modality during pan-retinal photocoagulation (PRP),20-23 which is used to treat diabetic retinopathy, etc. Photothermal regimes and more particularly photocoagulation can cause undesired modifications of the irradiated tissue, among which are retinal burns. If such burns are induced in the neuronal layers, they can produce a whitish lesion significantly increasing light scattering, and may result in a permanent local scotoma in the patient’s field of view.

Even though retinal burns are still the endpoint for different suprathreshold laser photocoagulation therapies,24 it was shown that clinical efficacy is not always related (e.g., in AMD management) to the extent or appearance of those tissue modifications.25-38 Several new irradiation protocols in ophthalmology, known as “subthreshold protocols” which also rely on somewhat different laser sources, have been developed. They aim at a controlled and limited temperature increase of the neuronal retinal layers and seek to avoid retinal burns.32-35

The temperature increase can be restricted to the irradiated tissues if the laser irradiation period is kept much shorter than the tissue’s thermal relaxation time \( \tau_T \) (obtained by equating the characteristic optical penetration depth, \( L \), to the time-dependent characteristic thermal penetration depth, \( \tau_L(t) = \sqrt{4kT/w} \), where \( k \) is the tissue thermal diffusivity of the tissue. Thus \( \tau_T = L^2/4k \)). For example, several groups3-35 have studied what is sometimes designated as “micropulse laser thermotherapy,” whereby repetitive short laser pulses
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(Nd-YLF laser 527 nm, 1.7 μs) at a large irradiance (0.2 to 0.4 MW/cm²) are administered to selectively treat the retinal pigmented epithelium (RPE). Even though the highly absorbing RPE cells are directly in contact with the photoreceptors and the neuronal layers, irradiation times of the order of a few μs allow to photomechanically destroy them while sparing the nearby photoreceptors. Analysis of the results obtained with these methods indicates an amelioration of the clinical outcome and a reduction of side effects.33,35

Another example of such subthreshold therapies is transpupillary thermotherapy (TTT). It was evaluated for the treatment of subfoveal choroidal neovascularisation (CNV) in AMD,16,36-41 as well as nonexudative AMD,42-44 and other pathologies (circumscribed choroidal hemangioma, serous detachment of the neurosensory retina secondary to chronic central serous chorioretinopathy).45,46 For this treatment, a near-infrared (810 nm) diode laser was chosen because of its high tissue penetration, long (usually 60 s) laser pulses with small irradiance (2 to 8 W/cm²) are used to significantly increase the temperature in the neighborhood of the submacular CNV.47-49 This heating induces vessel damage and thrombosis to the pathological neovascularisation. Moreover, the weak absorption of hemoglobin at this wavelength allows for macular irradiation even in the presence of retinal and subretinal hemorrhage, which once again helps to preserve the neuronal layers.

The treatment of the retina by hydrodynamic rebalancing laser (HRL) therapy50,51 is yet another approach presenting similarities with TTT. HRL therapy is based on the administration of 70 to 200 subthreshold laser spots (at 810 nm) in selected locations of the retina that are not vital for sight, thus excluding the optic nerve and the macula. Direct treatment of the macula, as is the case in TTT, would not be safe in the case of HRL (Fig. 1).

The HRL therapy is performed with a conventional slit-lamp and a Goldmann contact lens,52 which gives access to a large field of view and helps to avoid excessive movement of the patient’s eye. HRL makes use of a continuous-wave (CW) near infrared laser (810 nm), with power levels from 0.4 to 1.0 W, a constant spot diameter of 100 μm on the retina, and irradiation pulses ranging from 50 to 200 ms.53

Clinical observations suggest that the best clinical outcome is achieved by administering laser pulses near the upper limit of the subthreshold regime.53 Historically the developments of HRL treatment modalities are based on the clinical observation by Walter,54 who noticed significant modifications of the temporal border of the optic nerve head (ONH). These abnormalities were present in several patients affected by different pathologies. This led to the working hypothesis that numerous macular diseases have a pathological origin associated with the ONH’s disk leakage of extravascular fluids. Vezzola then proposed a new 810 nm laser treatment to restore the hydrodynamic balance within the posterior pole.55

Although the mechanistic processes at the base of HRL therapy are not well understood, a reasonable hypothesis seems that the laser acts in such a manner that it reduces some of the typical effects induced by aging and/or ocular hypertension.56-60 Indeed, both these processes produce modifications at the level of the lamina cribrosa, resulting in a diminished retinal venous outflow due to progressive, central retinal venous (CRV) compression. The increased resistance to venous blood outflow probably leads to an accumulation of excess fluids (blood plasma and serum), which leak at the level of the ONH and then move to the macula and the surrounding tissue.51,60-65 These abnormal leaks and the resulting fluid accumulation at the choroid–retina interface are thought to be at the origin of various maculopathies. This hypothesis is also supported by work performed by Sickenberg et al.,66 who studied the initial stages of fluorescein angiography performed on patients with chorioretinal neovascularisation (wet AMD). Fluorescence angiography with fluorescein and a scanning laser ophthalmoscope (SLO) demonstrated a small but measurable ONH’s leakage in some of the patients. It was not at all clear whether these leaks had a physiological or pathological cause, but these observations suggested that the leakage was related to a rupture of the hemato-retinal barrier or to direct leaking of cerebrospinal fluids into the retinal space.

Several thousands patients have been treated by HRL therapy as of February 2012, with a good safety profile. These treatments were associated with “unpredictable” retinal burns in 2% to 3% of the laser spots. Small hemorrhages were observed less frequently, in 0.02% of the laser spots. These side effects were categorized as “unpredictable” because their occurrence could not be correlated with the effective laser parameters or the average fundus absorbance as perceived by the clinician. Therefore, a reasonable hypothesis was to attribute these side effects to a heterogeneous distribution of “deep-seated optical absorbing centers” in the eye’s fundus.67,68 This hypothesis was supported by the fact that firing the HRL laser on large pigmented structures of the choroid (choroidal naevi) frequently led to such side effects. Additionally, both small deep-seated absorbing centers of the eye’s fundus and choroidal pigmented structures are frequently difficult to localize, even under near-infrared fundus inspection.

Large variations in the optical properties of the retina, in the visible and/or the near-infrared, have been demonstrated by other groups.15,69-72 Additionally, the relevance of near-infrared reflectance for the detection of some choroidal abnormalities9,18 or fundus structure14 has also been reported.

Therefore, the present study aims at investigating if the observed side effects of HRL are correlated to the presence
of highly absorbing structures in the fundus tissue. A logical strategy to prevent the occurrence of the described side effects and to improve the safety of the HRL treatment as a consequence would then consist in reducing the laser spots irradiation time or the laser irradiance at locations of the retina presenting a strong absorption. Direct in vivo measurements of the eye’s fundus absorption are not possible, which is why clinical diagnosis, including inspection of the retina, makes use of fundus reflectometry. Thus, measuring the fundus reflectance, in particular when executed at the wavelength of the treatment laser, could possibly help to evaluate spatial variations of the fundus absorption, in an approach similar to that used by de Graaf et al., Ludwig et al., and Naess et al. This strategy was applied in the present study to determine if the tissue response during HRL treatment is correlated with fundus reflectance. A preliminary study demonstrated that it is feasible to correlate retina reflectance in infrared (IR) and overtreatment. This present study aims at drawing statistically significant conclusions in the clinical settings: if the correlation turns out to be strong, it will open the door to optimize laser parameters for the treatment. If it is weak or partial, it will show that pigmentation does not play a dominant role in the cascade of events leading to (overtreatment) by HRL and that other parameters should be considered to design a complete method to optimize laser treatment parameters such as blood flow, retinal thickness, presence of edema, etc.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Study Design

The study took place in April and June 2008 and all measurements were done in Salò, Italy. Sixteen patients (for a total of 20 eyes treated by HRL) took part in this study, with ages ranging from 22 to 78 years (mean age = 50.75 ± 16.12 years). All these patients gave their informed consent to be part of the study. Their enrollment only involved taking two additional images and recording the laser parameters, in addition to the “standard” HRL treatment. In the “standard” procedure, three fundus images are taken to plan the HRL treatment: a color picture, a red-free picture (obtained with a red-free filter described as the B1 curve on Fig. 2), and a fluorescein angiogram.

HRL treatment elicits a small percentage of “unpredictable” responses from fundus tissue, even when the laser’s irradiation parameters are kept constant. Our working hypothesis links this heterogeneity in the tissue reaction to the pigment density and its distribution in the eye’s fundus. Thus, our study focused on the comparison of sites of (infrequent) retinal burns with unburned tissue nearby as a function of the local tissue absorption—as “deduced” from its reflectance—measured at the laser spot location. Two additional fundus images were taken for that purpose as follows: one near-infrared (810 nm) reflectance image just before the HRL session, to measure the fundus reflectance, and one white-light image just after each administered laser spot, to record the spot location [a video camera (Optronics®, CS-450) was focused on the eye fundus during the treatment—see Instrumentation section].

Whenever a laser pulse was administered by the clinician, the corresponding video image, showing the precise laser spot position, was captured and recorded. Simultaneously, the laser power and irradiation time used were recorded in order to draw up an accurate cartography of the HRL treatment. The map of the laser spot positions and irradiation parameters was then superimposed on the initial infrared reflectance (IRR) fundus image.

During the treatment, the clinician was asked to assess whether the laser–tissue interaction created or did not create a visible retinal “burn.” Each laser spot was thus characterized and tagged with the clinician’s observation, allowing us to establish whether a correlation existed between the local fundus reflectance and the laser tissue response.

2.2 HRL Treatment

HRL treatments are routinely performed in several private practices and up to June 2010, more than 5000 patients have been treated. A typical HRL treatment session consists of a series of 100 to 200 laser shots, with the laser beam focused on the retinal pigmented epithelium (RPE). According to the clinical observations, treatment efficacy is maximal when using laser pulses at the upper limit of the subthreshold regime (data not published). During the treatment, shots aimed at the macula and the optic nerve head are carefully avoided. The laser treatment is administered via a solid state, CW, ophthalmologic laser source (810 nm) (Optikon 2000 S.p.a., Elios, λ = 810 nm), coupled to a standard slit lamp (Takagi®, SM-70N).

The irradiation parameters are chosen by the clinician, depending on the apparent fundus pigmentation and clarity of the ocular media of each patient. To evaluate these irradiation parameters, a test laser pulse is shot on a temporal, peripheral zone of the eye fundus (a similar procedure is also used during PRP to find laser parameters adequate for creating mild retinal burns).

In this study, the laser spot diameter on the retina was kept constant to 100 μm for all the treated patients and the laser power was set to 1 W—except in one particular patient where the power was lowered to 0.4 W. This was at the clinician’s demand, in view of keeping these laser spots at the limit of the subthreshold regime (the specific patient was affected by a severe myopic condition). The maximum irradiation time was chosen by the clinician and set between 50 and 200 ms. However, the laser firing system allowed the clinician to terminate irradiation before this preset, thus making it possible to...
“personalize” and modulate every single laser spot. The precise duration of the laser irradiation was described in the Instrumentation section.

In addition, the retina was divided into two zones (Fig. 1), in view of grouping the fired laser spots in relatively homogeneous retinal zones: zone I was defined to be an annular region around the optic nerve head; zone II was delineated by the inferior and superior retinal arcades. During the study, the laser spot diameter (100 µm) and the radiant power (1 W; 125 W/mm²) were kept constant, except for a dozen of laser spots fired in zone II of a single, strongly myopic eye, where the radiant power was lowered to 0.4 W (50 W/mm²); this was done at the clinician’s demand, in view of keeping these laser spots at the limit of the subthreshold regime, as detailed in the HRL Treatment section.

2.3 Instrumentation

2.3.1 Acquisition of the IR reflectance images

The setup used to record IR reflectance images relies on standard commercial apparatus, with minor modifications. It consists of a digital camera (Canon®, EOS-1D) attached to an ophthalmoscope (Canon®, CF-60UVI). The filters in the camera and the ophthalmoscope were replaced as described below (see Fig. 2).

The charge-coupled device (CCD) filter of the camera was changed to improve its sensitivity in the near-infrared. Thus the band-pass filter used for visible wavelengths (A1), which was normally mounted in front of the CCD, was replaced by a clear glass window (C). The ophthalmoscope’s filter set was modified to match the enhanced spectral sensitivity of the camera. Thus the standard green band-pass filter (B1) for removing parasitic transmission bands in the IR range was modified to match the enhanced spectral sensibility of the camera. Thus the standard green band-pass filter (B1) for removing parasitic transmission bands in the IR range was replaced with an interferometric filter (B) (Chroma®, HQ585-30X) to enable the acquisition of the diagnostic “red-free” images with minimal noise. A visible-wavelengths band-pass filter (A), (LDP LCC®, X-NiteCC1), was used to acquire white-light balanced color images. Finally a near-infrared band-pass filter (D), (Chroma®, HQ790/95X) was used to filter out the flash light when acquiring the fundus IRR images. Note that the band-pass filter for the acquisition of the fluorescein angiograms was not modified. These minor modifications did not affect the effective resolution of the diagnostic system, which was found to be about 40 µm for the standard color pictures.

2.3.2 HRL treatment: data acquisition and processing

The setup is schematically shown in Fig. 3. The clinician (1) administered the HRL treatment to the patient’s eye (3) using a standard slit-lamp (2) (Takagi®, SM-70N). To fire a laser pulse, the clinician pressed on the laser driving pedal switch (4). Additionally, the clinician was instructed to press a second pedal switch (4b) whenever he perceived an increased reflectance, i.e., a whitening of the treated spot, thus tagging the laser spot as a retinal burn. A digital video camera (Optronics®, CS-450) was coupled to the slit-lamp (2) to record the position of each laser spot. Simultaneously the effective irradiation period (TL) and the laser power (PL) were measured with a calibrated fast photodiode (OSRAM®, BPX61, typical switching time 20 ns) integrated in the medical laser (5) (Optikon 2000 S.p.a., Elias, λ ≈ 810 nm). The photodiode signal was digitized and analyzed with a data acquisition board (Acquiretek, F-91300 Massy) integrated to the personal computer [PC (6)].

Recording of the HRL treatment information (laser position, irradiation parameters, and clinician’s observations) was triggered by the fast photodiode, every time the clinician pressed on the laser driving pedal switch (4). Dashed lines with arrows in Fig. 3 represent the driving signals. A self-written software drove the acquisition of the data from the three different sources as shown by the solid lines with arrows in Fig. 3.

The fast photodiode was calibrated with a standard power sensor (Coherent®, FieldMaster–GS LM-2) to give the effectively delivered power (PL) and the irradiation time (TL) measured at full width half maximum (FWHM) of each laser spot. The image of the laser treatment site, acquired with the video camera attached to the slit-lamp, was recorded immediately at the beginning of the laser irradiation. The time needed for acquiring this image and transferring it to the PC was less than 40 ms (average file size ≈ 1 MB), which was shorter than the shortest irradiation period. Recording of all the measured HRL treatment parameters was done in less than 400 ms. This duration was compatible with the 2 Hz laser firing frequency typically used in the HRL laser treatment protocol.

2.3.3 Data superimposition/registration

A semi-automated procedure was used to record the information and superimpose the slit-lamp pictures with the IRR images. In a first, automated step, the slit-lamp images, which reported the laser spot locations, were transformed, reoriented, and scaled to the images taken with the ophthalmoscope. In a second, manual step, the slit-lamp images reporting the HRL treatment position were registered with the corresponding IRR image. The superimposition process relied on the presence of at least a partial, characteristic vascular pattern in the slit-lamp images, which had to be found and identified in the wide field ophthalmoscopic IRR pictures. Both images were then manually registered, in a two-step process: (i) with the help of a dedicated registration software (ImageJ®; TurboReg®), assisting the manual registration, the IRR images were registered and overlayed with “red-free” fundus images (Fig. 4); (ii) exploiting the retinal vascular net present in the “red-free” fundus images, the slit-lamp...
images were manually registered to create a precise HRL cartography on the IRR images. According to this software’s specifications, the precision of these computer-assisted registrations is in the subpixel range. In our case we estimated it to be on the order of 50 µm on the retina.

All the laser shots tagged as “having caused retinal burn” (i.e., about two to four per treated eye) were registered, plus a few “subthreshold” laser spots around them i.e., some two to five “burn-causing” shots, located within 2 mm of each “burn-causing” shot. Data analysis started with the slit-lamp images reporting the retinal position of these nearby subthreshold laser spots, selected for comparison purposes as their proximity reduces the influence of other tissular parameters on the optical absorbance, including choroidal blood flow, accumulated chorio-retinal fluids, and chorio-retinal thickness.

3 Eye Fundus Infrared Reflectance Image Processing

Quantitative measurements of the fundus reflectance rely on the standardization and calibration of the fundus illumination. Even though the parameters of the flash used for acquiring the IRR images were kept constant for all patients, this did not result in a stable and homogeneous illumination of the fundus. The excitation heterogeneity was due, among others, to variations in the patients’ pupil diameter, the optical properties of their eye media, and the entrance angle of the excitation light, rather than to flash fluctuations. Therefore, the IRR images were normalized to the flash’s image pattern, using a simple image processing method: for any specific case, the reflectance image was filtered with a low-pass filter (>1 lp/mm on the retina) to extract the flash excitation pattern. The IRR image was then normalized by dividing the image itself by the flash excitation pattern, resulting in a normalized IRR image, corrected for illumination heterogeneity, over the whole image (Fig. 5).

Such normalized images efficiently emphasize variations in local IR reflectance—at the price of the loss of information on the absolute local reflectance. Despite this shortcoming, detecting these variations in the fundus reflectance (i.e., in its absorbance) made it possible to investigate the assumed correlation between laser parameters, tissue properties, and clinical outcome.

4 Results

Sixteen patients (20 eyes) with good, visible vascular pattern (needed for the overlayering procedure) were treated by HRL in April and June 2008. A total of 2535 laser spots were placed in 20 retinas, causing 67 retinal burns (2.64%). No hemorrhage occurred.

The 20 eyes were undergoing HRL treatment for various conditions and subdivided accordingly in six pathology-specific groups: Glaucoma (seven eyes), Papillary atrophy (four eyes), Age-related macular degeneration (four eyes), Retinitis pigmentosa (three eyes), Myopic retinopathy (one eye), and Diabetic retinopathy (one eye). From the point of view of the ergonomics and adaptability of the measurements, the minor modifications brought to the standard medical device (required for image acquisition and laser data capture) did not significantly influence the medical practice working habits (the increase treatment time was about ≈10%), in spite of the need to acquire two additional images. In fact, thanks to the useful property of these images to highlight the presence of large, deep-seated absorbing structures such as choroidal naevi, their acquisition became part of the clinical routine.

The results are presented in Fig. 6, which shows the analyzed laser spots independently from the patient’s eye pathology. Occurrences of retinal burns are shown by triangular marks (▵) while subthreshold spots are marked with filled dots (●). The two samples (retinal burns versus subthreshold spots) are not statistically significantly different (p = 0.45), which can be deduced from the graph and is well aligned with our observations and conclusions.

Similarly, Fig. 7 shows the results taking into account the treated eyes’ pathologies. Specific symbols are assigned to each pathology. Retinal burns are distinguished from subthreshold laser spots through the use of a filled symbol.

Our results do not show a clear correlation between local IR reflectance and propensity to retinal burns. This can be observed by examining groups of iso-energetic laser spots (which lie along horizontal lines in our scatterplots). Retinal burns appear
to be randomly distributed between low-reflectance spots (i.e., high absorbance) and high-reflectance spots (i.e., weak absorbance), suggesting that the local normalized reflectance is not an adequate parameter to predict the occurrence of retinal burns.

Furthermore, by analyzing the results according to laser shot radiant energy (along the vertical axis in Fig. 6), considerable variations in the energy of retinal burn-tagged laser spots can be noted. Similarly, in Fig. 7, it is of interest to note that as expected, pathology-specific clustering along the vertical axis is observed: patients affected by retinitis pigmentosa, for example, were found to be grouped in the lower part of the graph. This is likely to be related to a high absolute value of their fundus' absorbance, which is not measurable with our approach as we have only measured the normalized reflectance.

5 Discussion

Reflectance imaging is a reference method for analyzing eye fundus. Since the first quantitative studies published in 1950, a growing interest in quantitative measurements paralleled the adoption of new, laser-based diagnostic technologies [scanning laser ophthalmoscope (SLO); optical coherence tomography (OCT)].

Most of these investigations assessed the retinal oxygen contents or the macular pigmentation density in different pathologies, while a small number of studies focused on the optimization of the irradiation parameters in thermal retinal therapies. Thus, in the framework of PRP, the treated spot’s quantitative reflectance was monitored to adapt the irradiation time: it was found that the very important changes in tissue reflectance induced by retinal burns could be used to drive this thermal therapy and control the extent of tissue modifications.

To our knowledge, no study investigated the local near-infrared reflectance to optimize a thermal, IR laser therapy. The main advantages of near IR radiation reside in deeper tissue penetration compared to shorter wavelengths and improved transmission through blood and retinal edema. The light fraction absorbed in the RPE is about 30% to 35% at 810 nm, compared to approximately 70% at 532 nm. This explains why higher IR radiant energy is needed to produce retinal burns (20 kJ/cm² at 810 nm versus 1 J/cm² at 532 nm). Thus, the pigmentation and the amount of hemoglobin within the choroid, which are linked to choroidal thickness, will probably play a significant role in the absorption process. In such a situation with no dominating absorbing structures, modeling the thermal process causing the retinal burns is difficult. The most plausible hypothesis is that the IR radiant energy is primarily absorbed by the choroidal melanocytes and by the RPE; the heat generated at these two main absorbing centers then diffuses to the neuroretinal layers, where it causes the retinal burns. It follows that homogenizing the outcome of IR thermal therapies on the basis of the tissue’s absorbance is not trivial, as the absence of correlation found in our study could be the consequence of several effects.

Our results do not show a complete lack of correlation. For instance, all the measurements on eyes suffering from retinitis pigmentosa are grouped in the lower part of Fig. 7 (vertical axis values of 50 to 100). On the other hand, the laser shots that...
resulted in burns in those patients are poorly separated from those that did not result in burns. This hints at a correlation more complex than our hypothesis presumed. Patients with retinitis pigmentosa suffer from vascular changes, leading to the destruction of RPE cells and migration of melanin to shallower depths, thus changing the depth at which the absorption of near-IR photons will occur. Furthermore, these patients tend to suffer from dryness of the retina, which means that heat may take more time to dissipate than in healthy patients. Both elements may explain why the measurements on eyes with this condition show a grouping that is unlikely due to chance, but is one parameter that characterizes the tendency of retina to undergo burns, and is too complex for our approach to detect fully.

An interesting feature of our data is that some eyes tend to suffer from retinal burns, while some others seldom do (data not shown). This suggests a cascade of events leading to retinal burns that our approach did not demonstrate. This also shows that there is a set of anato-physiological characteristics of some eyes that gives them a tendency to suffer retinal burns. Likely, these characteristics are more complex than our approach can detect, and the method needs to be refined further to detect them.

It is worth remembering that this therapy relies on a protocol at the upper limit of the “subthreshold” regime, which implies that all the laser spots administered were very close to the radiant energy required to generate a retinal burn. We should also note that (1) our absorbance measurements are integrated over all the eye media and fundus layers and (2) the longitudinal distribution of the absorbing centers was not measured. Therefore, small changes in eye tissues properties or in the administered energy could lead to these apparently heterogeneous results.

Other parameters may influence the tissue’s response to HRL treatment: small, involuntary eye movements during the spot’s duration (maximum 200 ms) can probably be neglected: the short irradiation time, the almost painless nature of the treatment, the nearly invisible laser beam, and the Goldmann contact lens are all elements that support this assumption.52,90,96 Lund99 studied the impact of small-scale ocular motion on retinal thermal laser therapies. The relief factor (defined as the ratio approach could allow, for example, monitoring of the reflectance of Bruch’s membrane, and use of this measurement to modulate the laser irradiation duration, to prevent the formation of visible retinal burns.103

More generally, our study points toward a complex correlation between retinal optical parameters and retinal burns. It is unlikely that this correlation be governed by one parameter only, a conclusion that our study demonstrates. Our detection approach is set-up to mainly detect changes in pigmentation, and this parameter must have an impact on the occurrence of retinal burns, but our study shows that it is not the only one having an impact.

In spite of the not entirely conclusive nature of our results, our study opens the door for subsequent investigations. The subthreshold protocols, despite their proven efficiency to treat various
conditions, must be refined to avoid retinal burns, while allowing treatment in the upper end of the subthreshold regime. This was the rationale for the study we present here and it remains valid. It remains to be investigated if this method could be used in a different manner (other wavelength? several wavelengths?) or if an altogether different method (derived form the methods used for other purposes) could give a clear-cut answer.
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